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Axion phenomenology!

!  Recap of Strong CP problems and axions. Peccei-Quinn sectors 

!  Couplings of axions to photons 

!  Search for solar axions 

!  Axions as possible dark matter candidates 
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Strong CP problem and axions!
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The need for UV completion. !
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-
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⇒ Pecoei - Quinn sectors
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Peccei-Quinn symmetry!

 

(

Many#ht
models exist ).

Consider a
model of very heavy

quark with mass generated by
spontaneous symmetry breaking
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Derivation of axion mass and coupling to EM!

 

You got to use the anomaly
equation + z¥tmQqFE

7(EffsE)=2mqEik9++fInGG
Take a QCD Lagrangian @=aHa)

Loa= - tgcwcw + ¥541 - m)%ts9÷sGG
qieioeoaand apply chiral rotations r

E = - Yz4←/mu)a ; od = - Yz(m*1md) 't

where M* = mumd/(Mutmd ) .

This removes Efron GE and

transfers it to the quark sector
.
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Derivation of axion mass and coupling to EM!

 

Up to 02 terms
, you get
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-
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Stellar energy loss to axions!
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Solar axions!

 

§

Clearly, luminosity in axcosy

1§y§
should be less than -10% of 1 }

solar luminosity .

( otherwise problems 8 \ d

with solar models ) ←x: - *. . .⇐,}its \ ih
Can we detect \

solar axioms ? \
( remember

, they interact very ×
Weekly ! )

* Look for extra ionization !

A Look for j regeneration in

magnetic fields
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Mixing of axions and photons in external B!

 

ITFE a gay → sar ACEBJ.

Create magnetic field perpendicular
to axiom propagation ⇒ aandj
will mix . Propagation of eigeumodes
satisfies the equation

is (E) = (←¥IBg¥Bgq × . m÷DtD
Pa→r(L)=sn%oeff)sm2( < maY4kr)
Ey=BsofIiw§=4Bm4ysnYgwm⇒
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CAST limits on gaγ!
Notice additional exclusion from gas filling 
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FIG. 1: Exclusion regions in the ma–gaγ–plane achieved by
CAST in the vacuum [12, 13], 4He [14], and the first part
of the 3He phase [15] and our new results (all in red). We
also show constraints from Sumico [9–11], horizontal branch
(HB) stars [29] (a somewhat more restrictive limit stems from
blue-loop suppression in massive stars [30]), and the hot dark
matter (HDM) bound [31]. The yellow band represents typi-
cal theoretical models with |E/N − 1.95| = 0.07–7. The green
solid line corresponds to E/N = 0 (KSVZ model).

for axions and axion-like particles (ALPs) [1–4], low-mass
bosons with a two-photon interaction vertex, is their con-
version to photons in macroscopic magnetic fields [5–7].
This approach includes the search for solar axions by the
helioscope technique [8–15], photon regeneration exper-
iments (“shining light through a wall”) [16–18], axion-
photon conversion in astrophysical B fields [19–22], and
the search for galactic axion dark matter [23–27].

One limiting factor in any of these efforts is the mo-
mentum difference between freely propagating photons
and axions caused by the axion mass ma. It limits the
magnetic field volume over which the conversion is coher-
ent. In solar axion searches one can extend the search to
larger ma values by providing the photons with a refrac-
tive mass [28]. The conversion pipe is filled with a low-Z
buffer gas; the search mass is chosen by adjusting the gas
pressure. In this way, the CERN Axion Solar Telescope
(CAST), the largest axion helioscope to date, has succes-
sively pushed its search range to higher ma values (see
Fig. 1 for a summary of results). We here report on the
final search range based on 3He buffer gas.

Within the ALP family of hypothetical bosons, the
original axion is the best-motivated case because it
emerges from the compelling Peccei-Quinn mechanism
to explain the absence of CP-violating effects in QCD.
In the two-dimensional gaγ-ma ALP parameter space,

the QCD axion must lie somewhere on a line gaγ ∝ ma.
The close relationship between axions and neutral pi-
ons implies that this line is anchored to the point de-
scribing the π0 mass and the pion-photon coupling con-
stant. After allowing for model-dependent numerical
factors, the axion may be found anywhere in the yel-
low band indicated in Fig. 1. The CAST vacuum result
(gaγ < 0.88× 10−10 GeV−1 at 95% CL for ma

<∼ 0.02 eV
[13]) remains a milestone in the ALP landscape. How-
ever, a major objective of CAST has been to find or ex-
clude QCD axions and thus to push as far as possible to
higher ma values. Our first 3He limits [15] have for the
first time crossed the axion line appropriate for the Kim,
Shifman, Vainshtein, Zakharov (KSVZ) model (Fig. 1)
[32, 33].

QCD axions with parameters in this range thermalize
in the early universe after the QCD phase transition by
interactions with pions [34] and would thus exist with a
present-day number density of around 50 cm−3, compara-
ble to 0.5 neutrino species, and are therefore susceptible
to hot dark matter bounds [31, 35, 36]. Assuming neu-
trino masses to be negligible, the latest axion hot dark
matter bound is ma

<∼ 0.9 eV, leaving a small gap to our
earlier 3He search range which we now close.

The recent Planck measurements of the cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) significantly improve our
knowledge of many cosmological parameters. In contrast
to earlier CMB results, Planck alone now constrains the
axion mass and provides a limit ma < 1.01 eV (95%
CL) [37]. The inclusion of other data sets, notably the
matter power spectrum and the HST measurement of the
Hubble parameter, have only a small impact, providing
limits between 0.67 and 0.86 eV, depending on the com-
bination of data sets [37]. In other words, concerning a
possible axion hot dark matter contribution to the uni-
verse, the situation after Planck is almost the same as
before.

System description and data-taking strategy.—CAST
uses a straight 10m LHC test dipole magnet (B∼ 9.0 T),
mounted on a movable platform to follow the Sun for
about 1.5 h both at sunrise and sunset. The two bores
extend beyond the cold mass (length 10.25 m) for 16 cm
on each side forming 4 link regions which are closed by
x-ray cold windows. The volume of the two cold bores
is 30 L and the total volume of the link regions is 1.5 L.
The magnetic field length of 9.26 m is centrally located
within the cold mass. One of the apertures of the magnet
is covered by a CCD/Telescope system [38] and the other
three by three Micromegas detectors of the microbulk
type [39–42]. The axion-photon conversion probability
when the conversion volume is filled with a buffer gas
(3He in our case) is [14]

Pa→γ =

!
Bgaγ

2

"2
1+e−ΓL−2e−ΓL/2 cos(qL)

q2+Γ2/4
(1)

where the axion-photon momentum transfer provided by
the magnetic field is q = |m2

a − m2
γ |/2E and Γ is the

inverse photon absorption length in the buffer gas. The

ALP -

, ,
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,
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Constraints on solar axions from Xenon 100!
Best direct constraints on gae 
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FIG. 4: Event distribution of the data (black dots), and back-
ground model (grey) of the solar axion search. The expected
signal for solar axions with mA < 1 keV/c2 is shown by the
dashed blue line, assuming gAe= 2 � 10�11, the current best
limit, from EDELWEISS-II [31]. The vertical dashed red line
indicates the low S1 threshold, set at 3 PE. The top axis
indicates the expected mean energy for electronic recoils as
derived from the observed S1 signal.
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FIG. 5: The XENON100 limits (90% CL) on solar ax-
ions is indicated by the blue line. The expected sensitiv-
ity, based on the background hypothesis, is shown by the
green/yellow bands (1�/2�). Limits by EDELWEISS-II [31],
and XMASS [32] are shown, together with the limits from a
Si(Li) detector from Derbin et al. [33]. Indirect astrophysical
bounds from solar neutrinos [34] and red giants [35] are rep-
resented by dashed lines. The benchmark DFSZ and KSVZ
models are represented by grey dashed lines [4–7].

1 keV/c2 XENON100 is able to set the strongest con-
straint on the coupling to electrons, excluding values of
gAe larger than 7.7 � 10�12 (90% CL).

For a specific axion model the limit on the dimension-
less coupling gAe can be translated to a limit on the ax-
ion mass. Within the DFSZ and KSVZ models [4–7]
XENON100 excludes axion masses above 0.3 eV/c2 and
80 eV/c2, respectively. For comparison, the CAST ex-
periment, testing the coupling to photons, gA� , has ex-
cluded axions within the KSVZ model in the mass range
between 0.64 - 1.17 eV/c2 [37, 38].
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FIG. 6: Event distribution in the galactic ALPs search re-
gion between 3 and 100 PE (black dots). The grey line shows
the background model used for the profile likelihood func-
tion. The red dashed line indicates the S1 threshold. The
expected signal in XENON100 for various ALP masses, as-
suming gAe= 4 � 10�12, is shown as blue dashed lines. The
top axis indicates the expected mean energy for electronic
recoils as derived from the observed S1 signal.
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FIG. 7: The XENON100 limit (90% CL) on ALP coupling to
electrons as a function of the mass, under the assumption that
ALPs constitute all the dark matter in our galaxy (blue line).
The expected sensitivity is shown by the green/yellow bands
(1�/2�). The other curves are constraints set by CoGeNT [39]
(brown dashed line), CDMS [40] (grey continuous line), and
EDELWEISS-II [31] (red line, extending up to 40 keV/c2).
Indirect astrophysical bound from solar neutrinos [34] is rep-
resented as a dashed line. The benchmark KSVZ model is
represented by a dashed grey line [6, 7].

B. Galactic axions-like particles

Fig. 6 shows the XENON100 data after the selection
cuts in the larger energy region of interest used for the
search for non-relativistic galactic ALPs (1422 surviving
events), along with their statistical errors. Also shown is
the expected signal for di�erent ALP masses, assuming
a coupling of gAe= 4 � 10�12 and that ALPs constitute
all of the galactic dark matter. The width of the mo-
noenergetic signal is given by the energy resolution of

et-

-

get

¥dH
.

Unfortunately ,
in all these examples

the signal scales as ~ g4g
.
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IAXO?!
Significant gain over CAST 
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“Hints” on ALPs and axions 

Andreas Ringwald  | Hints for Axion Hunts, The Ultra-Light Frontier, MITP, Mainz, Germany, 15-19 June 2015 |  Page 15 

Photon – ALP Conversion in Cosmic Magnetic Fields? 

>  Possible explanation: photon <-> ALP conversions in magnetic fields        
[De Angelis et al 07; Simet et al 08; Sanchez-Conde et al 09; Meyer,Horns,Raue 13] 

>  Required photon coupling overlaps with preferred region from HBs in GCs 

[Horns 15]    

���

New hints on ALPs: anomalous transparency of the Universe to the 
TeV gamma rays; anomalous cooling of neutron star in Cas A(?); 
preference for extra energy loss channels by comparing HB and 
RGB stars in globular clusters etc. (After A Ringwald’s talk) 

Alps -

axiom Like

particles .

( strict relation
between me

and f- is

telexed )
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Cosmological evolution of a massive scalar!

 

�1� a = - d1#a = - Mah

ii + 3H°a + mia =o

( notice similarity with oscillator
with friction )
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Cosmological evolution of axion field!
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“Axion haloscopes” 

 

Ma - dear × 105¥
-

⇒ mell -µeV range .

=
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WIMP phenomenology!

!  WIMP abundance via the annihilation cross section 

!  Example with the Higgs-mediated scalar dark matter 

!  Scattering on nuclei. Perspectives of direct detection.  

!  WIMPs with extra mediators. Secluded WIMPs 
DM

-qq€ SNLD=
< Mpm
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Expansion-stopped self-annihilation!
Boltzmann egecakou

R→d(nR34de=<ot>(n⇐a2 - ny
When RHS

.

to
,

n = Naa - e- %
at To m

Annihilation stops when

tony
<

okdnea
= Hubble rate

'

ftp.grftaten.us=
bgR
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Expansion-stopped self-annihilation!

Shxtshmn 0.24 if

( Tamil ) = C × tpbn = 503bar

Very similar to many
weak -

scale cross sections
.

Accident ?
Of a casefor weakly interacting

hashve particles ?
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Lee-Weinberg window on WIMPs!
Suppose that interactions between

wimps and SM are

mediated
by weak - type forces

:*
gowFy9¥

=
nelaxthisassunyg

.← > = GIM ,sm
small

= Mom %

4 4
- high~ GW m ,5m Man

= tpbn

-
Min mam - fewcoey

6611 hear mom ~ tasoftef
exatee neutrinos
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Higgs-mediated dark matter example!
One of the srmplest Wimp models ;

L

=3
1155 -

YzmIns2+7(H#s2
a- Higgs portal

EW symmetry breaking
H =§,E#V=z46E÷

HS2 ;
2252 interaction terms

- - msIMo2ttv2sjj⇒±-14mHz It

H+H=E(v7w0+$
" > alpbn
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Simplest models of Higgs mediation 
Silveira, Zee (1985); McDonald (1993); Burgess, MP, ter Veldhuis(2000)!
!
DM through the Higgs portal – minimal model of DM!
!
!
!
!
!
125 GeV Higgs is “very fragile” because its with is ~ yb

2 – very small !
R = !SM modes/(!SM modes+!DM modes). Light DM can kill Higgs boson easily 

(missing Higgs !: van der Bij et al., 1990s, Eboli, Zeppenfeld,2000)!
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Dark matter pair-production in b → s transitions 5
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Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams which contribute to B-decay with missing energy in the minimal scalar
model of dark matter.

2. Minimal Scalar Models

The simplest WIMP model is a singlet scalar16,17,13 which interacts with the Stan-

dard Model through exchange of the Higgs:

−LS =
λS

4
S4 +

m2
0

2
S2 + λS2H†H

=
λS

4
S4 +

1

2
(m2

0 + λv2
EW )S2 + λvEW S2h +

λ

2
S2h2,

(1)

where H is the SM Higgs field doublet, vEW = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expec-

tation value (vev) and h is the corresponding physical Higgs, H = (0, (vEW +h)/
√

2).

The physical mass of the scalar S receives contributions from two terms, m2
S =

m2
0 +λv2

EW , and requires significant fine-tuning to provide a sub-GeV mass. In this

section we will calculate the branching ratio for the pair production of scalars in the

decay B → K + SS, which contributes to Br(B+ → K+ + missing energy). Being

minimal, this model obviously possesses maximum predictivity, and the branching

ratio of WIMP production can be calculated as a function of dark matter mass only.

It should be noted that the decay B → K + missing energy is actually ex-

pected to occur regardless of the existence or nature of light dark matter. As shown

in Figure 2a and 2b, the Standard Model predicts the transition b → s + νν

at one loop, so that the B-meson can decay to neutrinos 18, with Br(B+ →
K+ + missing energy) ≃ (4 ± 1) × 10−6. However as demonstrated before 12,

the decay B → K + SS (resulting from the b → s transition shown in Figure 2c)

can enhance the missing energy signal by up to two orders of magnitude.

The transition b → s + h occurs as a loop process, which at low momentum

transfer can be calculated by differentiation of the b → s self-energy operator with

respect to vEW ,

Lbsh =

!
3g2

Wmbm
2
t V

∗
tsVtb

64π2M2
W vEW

"
sLbRh + (h.c.). (2)

As the Higgs is significantly heavier than the other particles involved in the process,

it can be integrated out leaving an effective Lagrangian for the b → s transitions
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Dark matter pair-production in b → s transitions 3
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Fig. 1. Current limits on WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross sections from dedicated under-
ground searches. The solid lines represent the predictions for the minimal scalar model with a
100 GeV Higgs, while the current limits are given from (I) CRESST, (II) CDMS (2005 Si), and
(III) CDMS (2005 Ge). In the interval of 100 MeV - 2 GeV the predicted signal has signiciant
QCD-related uncertainty.

study their rare decay modes. As a result such facilities provide a new opportunity to

search for light dark matter. For the minimal scalar WIMP model these experiments

have already excluded most of the parameter space with mS ! 1 GeV, while future

data from B factories will be able to probe as high as mS ∼ 2 GeV 12.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the question of how generic the limits on

light WIMPs derived in Ref. 12 are, and whether all dark matter models with sub-

GeV WIMPs can be efficiently constrained by B-physics. To answer these questions

we study the class of models where the interaction between Standard Model sector

and WIMPs is mediated by one or more Higgs particles. We demonstrate that b → s

decays with missing energy provide important constraints on the parameter space

of such models. We also point out the possibility, based on the two-Higgs doublet

model (2HDM) at large tanβ, that these constraints can be circumvented.

In Section 2 we review our previous results on the minimal scalar model and

extend the result for more general scalar models with an additional singlet scalar

that mixes with the Higgs boson. In Section 3 we apply the same tecniques to a

related model with two Higgs doublets and calculate the branching ratios of WIMP-

producing decays of B-mesons. This model has the additional benefit of relaxing the

fine tuning condition required for a sub-GeV scalar WIMP in the minimal model. In

Section 4 we introduce some simple models of fermionic dark matter, calculate the

WIMP production in B-decays, and discuss the limitations on such models from

the Lee-Weinberg limit. We also address the case of NMMSM (next-to-minimal

Missing Higgs: R(mS)
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Figure 3: The ratio, R, of the total Higgs width in the Standard model over the same width
in the Standard Model supplemented by the singlet scalar, plotted as a function of mS.

Are we going to see the Higgs boson at Tevatron and/or
LHC ? In this scenario, only if 2 jets + missing energy is
detected, and separated from the background.

Maxim Pospelov, SI2007, Mt. Fuji

< or >am ⇒ t - aapliy

00
0=

→ SS
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Higgs-mediated dark matter example!

.

k-1¥ tfmss colour

50 GeV
,

this process

should dominate the

Higgs width and dilute observable
modes

. This does not happen

⇒ all masses below socoey

are disfavored .

LHC ruby out

hzhtm > Zoo

Higgs - mediated Wimps are
notated
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Nuclear recoil from interaction with WIMPs!

Typical

Wimpgala=tg

~lo→c
.

A loo all particle
.

-

has -

1¥
energy

that it

can share with nuclei in elastic

collision
.

,

,

'

'

DM If the amplitude
g- hay a nuclear

tr spm - independent
component ,

there B am

enhancement by A
,

the number
-

of mucboug inside a nucleus
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Nuclear recoil from interaction with WIMPs!

#
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2¥ 92=-42
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Eun =G=-mnY%D
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.

man >m^ 405£,s)÷(mraD*
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Updates on the minimal Higgs-mediated model: 

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

 !
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FIG. 5: Predicted distributions (in arbitrary units) of the strangeness content y of the nucleon (left), the nucleon matrix
element �0 (centre) and the Higgs-nucleon coupling factor fN (right). These are drawn from a random sample generated using
experimental and theoretical constraints, as explained in the text.
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FIG. 6: Limits from direct detection on the parameter space of scalar singlet dark matter. The areas excluded by present limits
from XENON100 are delineated with near-vertical solid lines and dark shading (not to be confused with the diagonal solid line
and corresponding dark shading indicating the relic density bound). Dashed, dotted and dot-dash lines indicate the areas that
will be probed by future direct detection experiments, assuming 5 times the sensitivity of XENON100 (dashes, medium-dark
shading), 20 times (dot-dash line, medium-light shading) and 100 times, corresponding to XENON 1-ton (dots, light shading).
Note that all direct detection signals are scaled for the thermal relic density of the scalar singlet, regardless of whether that
density is greater than or less than the observed density of dark matter. Left : a close-up of the resonant annihilation region,
with the area ruled out by the Higgs invisible width at 2� CL indicated by the shaded region in the upper left-hand corner.
Right : the full mass range.

Thus the appropriate rescaling of the limiting value of
⇤SI is by the fraction frel = �S/�DM of energy density
contributed by S to the total DM density. We assume
that there is no di⇥erence in the clustering properties of
the singlet component and the dominant component, so
that the local energy density of S is frel ⇥�. We therefore
demand for every value of {�hS, mS} that

⇤e� � frel ⇤SI ⇥ ⇤Xe , (24)

where ⇤Xe is the 90% CL limit from XENON100. As
with indirect signals, for simplicity we perform the same

rescaling even if the thermal relic density exceeds the
observed value.

The resulting constraints in the mS–�hS plane are
shown in fig. 6, as well as projections for how these limits
will improve in future xenon-based experiments, assum-
ing that the sensitivity as a function of mass scales rela-
tive to that of XENON100 simply by the exposure. The
contours showing improvements in the current sensitiv-
ity by a factor of 5 or 20 will be relevant in the coming
year as LUX expects to achieve such values [91, 92], while
XENON1T projects a factor of 100 improvement [93, 94]

Figure from Cline, Scott, Kainulainen, Weniger, 2013.!

Direct detection is competitive with the Higgs constraints. ! !   
New generation of direct detection can probe up to TeV scale WIMP 
masses. !

Higgs portal may lead to other forms of dark matter, e.g. based on the 
non-Abelian “dark group”, Hambye, 2008.  
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individual di�erential rates of isolated S1 pulses (f1) and
isolated S2 pulses (f2) are measured from WIMP-search
data. Due to their uncorrelated nature, these events are
modeled as uniform in {xS2, yS2, zS2}.

A protocol for blinding the data to potential NR
WIMP signatures, to reduce analysis bias, began on De-
cember 8th, 2014 and was carried through the end of the
exposure. Artificial WIMP-like events (‘salt’) were man-
ufactured from sequestered 3H calibration data and intro-
duced into the data at an early stage in the data pipeline,
uniform in time and position within the fiducial volume.
Individual S1 and S2 waveforms from this dataset were
paired to form events consistent with a nuclear recoil S2
vs S1 distribution. Some S2-only salt events were added
as well. The nuclear recoil energy distribution of these
events had both an exponential (WIMP-like) and flat
component. The four parameters describing these dis-
tributions (the exponential slope, the flat population’s
endpoint, the total rate, and the relative ratio of expo-
nential vs. flat rates) were chosen at random within loose
constraints and were unknown to the data analyzers. The
salt event trigger times were sequestered by an individual
outside the LUX collaboration until formally requested
for unblinding, after defining the data selection criteria,
e⇥ciencies, and PLR models.

Following the removal of salt events, two populations
of pathological S1+S2 accidental coincidence events were
identified in which the S1 pulse topologies were anoma-
lous. In the first of these rare topologies, �80% of the
collected S1 light is confined to a single PMT, located in
the edge of the top PMT array. This light distribution
is inconsistent with S1 light produced in the liquid, but
is consistent with light produced outside the field cage
and leaking into the TPC. A loose cut on the maximum
single PMT waveform area as a fraction of the total S1
waveform area is tuned on ER and NR calibrations to
have >99% flat signal acceptance. The second popula-
tion of anomalous events also features a highly clustered
S1 response in the top array, as well as a longer S1 pulse
shape than typical of liquid interactions; these pulses are
consistent with scintillation from energy deposited in the
gaseous xenon. A loose cut on the fraction of detected
S1 light occurring in the first 120 ns of the pulse is simi-
larly tuned on ER and NR calibration data to have >99%
signal acceptance across all energies. These two cuts, de-
veloped and applied after un-blinding, feature very high
signal acceptance, are tuned solely on calibration data,
and only eliminate events that clearly do not arise from
interactions in the liquid.

The result presented here includes the application of
these two post-unblinding cuts, and additionally includes
31.82 live days of non-blinded data, collected at the be-
ginning of the WS2014-16 exposure before the start of
the blinding protocol.

WIMP signal hypotheses are tested with a PLR statis-
tic as in [9], scanning over spin-independent WIMP-
nucleon cross sections at each value of WIMP mass.
Nuclear-recoil energy spectra for the WIMP signal are
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FIG. 3. Upper limits on the spin-independent elastic WIMP-
nucleon cross section at 90% CL. Observed limit in solid black,
with the mean and 1(2)-� ranges of background-only trials
in dotted gray and shaded green(yellow). Also shown are
limits from LUX WS2013 [9] (gray), XENON100 [44] (red),
DarkSide-50 [45] (orange), PandaX-I [46], and PandaX-II [47]
(both purple). The expected spectrum of coherent neutrino-
nucleus scattering by 8B solar neutrinos can be fit by a WIMP
model as in [48], plotted here as a black dot. Parameters
favored by SUSY CMSSM [49] before this result are indicated
as dark and light gray (1- and 2-�) filled regions.

derived from a standard Maxwellian velocity distribu-
tion with v0 = 220 km/s, vesc = 544 km/s, �0 = 0.3
GeV/cm3, average Earth velocity of 245 km/s, and a
Helm form factor. Detector response nuisance parame-
ters, describing all non-negligible systematic uncertain-
ties in the signal and background models, are listed with
their constraints and observed fit values in Table I. Sys-
tematic variation of the electric field models in the 16
exposure segments, constrained within the uncertainties
of the 3H-based NEST model fits, results in negligible
(<4%) change in projected sensitivity. The likelihood
is the product of terms for the full (signal plus back-

TABLE I. Model parameters in the best fit to WS2014-16
data for an example 50 GeV c�2 WIMP mass. Constraints
are Gaussian with means and standard deviations indicated.
Fitted event counts are after cuts and analysis thresholds.

Parameter Constraint Fit Value

Lindhard k [11] 0.174 ± 0.006 -

Low-z-origin � counts 94 ± 19 99 ± 14

Other � counts 511 ± 77 590 ± 34

� counts 468 ± 140 499 ± 39
8B counts 0.16 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.03

PTFE surface counts 14 ± 5 12 ± 3

Random coincidence counts 1.3 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.3
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Due to the anticipated A2-dependence of the cross sec-
tion, dark matter particles are supposed to dominantly scat-
ter off the heavy tungsten. The energy transferred in the scat-
tering process is a function of the reduced mass of target
nucleus and dark matter particle. Thus, for a given mass of
the dark matter particle the fraction of the expected energy
spectrum above threshold depends on the mass of the target
nucleus.

As a result, for dark matter particles with masses above
5 GeV/c2 recoils off tungsten are expected to be far more nu-
merous compared to oxygen and calcium. For lighter masses
a substantial part of the tungsten recoils have energies be-
low threshold leading to a strong decrease of the number of
counts. This results in a mass range completely dominated
by scatterings off oxygen, because the drop for oxygen and
calcium is shifted towards lower masses (see figure 7).

In the limit of very low masses, the reduced mass con-
verges to the mass of the dark matter particles, causing less
pronounced differences in the shape of the recoil spectra on
the different target nuclei. This effect is further augmented
by the influence of the baseline noise. Since the A2-scaling
of the cross sections still persists, scatterings off tungsten
account for a slightly larger proportion of the total expected
signal again.

9 Result, Discussion and Outlook

For each dark matter particle mass we use the Yellin op-
timum interval method [16, 17] to calculate an upper limit
with 90 % confidence level on the elastic spin-independent
interaction cross-section of dark matter particles with nucle-
ons. While this one-dimensional method does not rely on
any assumption on the background, it exploits differences
between the measured (see figure 6) and the expected en-
ergy spectrum (see section 8).

The resulting exclusion limit of this blind analysis is
drawn in solid red in figure 8. For higher masses this module
does not have a competitive sensitivity, due to the large num-
ber of background events. In particular, the leakage from the
55Fe-source (see figure 6) results in an almost flat limit for
masses of 5–30 GeV/c2. However, for dark matter particles
lighter than 1.7 GeV/c2 we explore new regions of parameter
space.

The improvement compared to the 2014 result [6] (red
dashed line) is a consequence of the almost constant back-
ground level down to the threshold which was reduced from
603 eV to 307 eV. The lower the mass of the dark matter par-
ticle the more relevant these improvements become. With
this analysis we explore masses down to 0.5 GeV/c2, a nov-
elty in the field of direct dark matter searches.

The transition point of the dominant scattering target nu-
cleus manifests itself as kink in the corresponding exclusion

Fig. 8 Parameter space for elastic spin-independent dark matter-
nucleon scattering. The result from this blind analysis is drawn in solid
red together with the expected sensitivity (1� confidence level (C.L.))
from the data-driven background-only model (light red band). The re-
maining red lines correspond to previous CRESST-II limits [6,18]. The
favored parameter space reported by CRESST-II phase 1 [8], CDMS-
Si [19] and CoGeNT [20] are drawn as shaded regions. For com-
parison, exclusion limits (90 % C.L.) of the liquid noble gas experi-
ments [21–23] are depicted in blue, from germanium and silicon based
experiments in green and black [24–28]. In the gray area coherent neu-
trino nucleus scattering, dominantly from solar neutrinos, will be an
irreducible background for a CaWO4-based dark matter search experi-
ment [29].

curve. Due to the lower threshold Lise starts to be domi-
nated by scatterings off tungsten already at �3 GeV/c2 (see
figure 7) compared to �4.5 GeV/c2 for the 2014 result [6].

Due to the rather large number of leakage events into the
acceptance region the result is already not limited by expo-
sure any more. Consequently, only small statistical fluctua-
tions are expected. This is confirmed by calculating limits
for 10,000 Monte Carlo sets sampled from the data-driven
background model discussed in section 4. The resulting 1 �
contour is shaded in light red in figure 8.

In CRESST-III we will substantially size down the ab-
sorber crystals in order to achieve lower energy thresholds.
Furthermore, we expect two beneficial effects on the light
signals: Firstly more light reaches the light detector and sec-
ondly the light detector can also be scaled down which leads
to an enhanced energy resolution. Both improvements will
increase the background discrimination power. All modules
will feature an upgraded holding scheme and will mainly
be equipped with absorber crystals produced in-house due
to their significantly lower level of intrinsic radioactive con-
taminations. Combining these measures with the enhanced
discrimination power, a drastically reduced background leak-
age is expected.

In this letter we prove that a low energy threshold is
the key requirement to achieve sensitivity to dark matter
particles of O(1 GeV/c2) and below. We expect significant
progress exploring the low mass regime with the upcoming
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